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Introduction

Current public health problems often require creative solutions that

recognize the many distinct cultures that exist in our nation and the

significant changes occurring in community norms. Faced with

these realities, public health officials are increasing!) aware that

they cannot "go it alone." Coalitions appear to be natural vehicles

for the advancement ofpublic health objectives because they bring

together those with relevant mandates, credibility and clout, need-

ed expertise and resources, and a large stake in the resolution of

the problem.

Coalitions can pla\ a pivotal role b\ performing a variety of different

functions through varied organizational structures and operating

principles. The) can:

provide a forum for information exchange and networking;

provide a setting for interagency program planning, coordina-

tion, and resource allocation;

implement joint service programs;

develop policies and procedures to improve the integration of

services;

offer essential support and encouragement to public health

professionals working on particularly tough problems;

make visible and public die commitment of key institutions to

priority issues and concerns;
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mobilize community support for a specific goal; and

promote specific changes in public or private policy.

The organizational structures and operating principles of coalitions

can be as varied as the purposes they serve. Coalitions can be

ad hoc, time-limited groups, or quite formal structures with com-

plex long-term objectives. They can be national, regional, or local

in scope; they can also operate at all of these levels simultaneously.

Coalitions can include numerous groups and individuals meeting

regularly as a whole and in several committees or be limited to a

few small groups meeting occasionally in a church basement. In

addition, coalitions develop and change over time, becoming larger

and smaller, more and less formal and structured, and/or more

narrowly focused or more ambitious in scope.

The potential benefits of coalitions are compelling, but using them

is not without cost. Coalitions are neither quick nor easy. They

take time to develop, and some do not get off the ground at all.

They also demand resources, both direct and indirect. Effective

coalitions take on a life of their own that is frequently resistant to

outside control or influence. All of these important caveats should

be carefully considered by public health managers as they seek to

define precisely the objectives, members, structure, and strategy of

a particular coalition effort. Understanding how coalitions are

constructed, how they work, and how they can or cannot be used

are crucial steps in learning how to use them effectively.

This document provides a framework for understanding the multi-

plicity of issues surrounding coalitions, defined here broadly as a

vehiclefor structured and purposeful interaction between and among

a limited set oforganizations, groups, and individuals. The term is

not precise. In the field it is often used interchangeably with such

terms as consortium, partnership, federation, network, and so on.

The paper defines the various types of coalitions that exist today,
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and then discusses some of the structural issues, including leader-

ship, membership, degree of organizational formality, and resource

allocation, that can have an impact on whether or not coalitions are

effective in achieving specific public health objectives. The paper

also discusses the developmental paths of coalitions and addresses

issues of merging different cultures— corporate, professional,

social, and racial— into a new entity called a coalition.

For readers interested in the extensive background on coalitions in

the social sciences, the paper presents a summary of the knowledge

gained from these disciplines. Selected references drawn from the

various disciplines discussed throughout the paper are presented at

the end of the document.
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Types of
Coalitions

Mandated Coalitions

Very often a coalition is mandated by an agency with programmatic jurisdiction and

resource control, often as a condition for receiving funding. Currently, a number of

successful coalitions have been mandated as part of public health programs. These

include tobacco control (the COMMIT and ASSIST projects); cancer control (the

National Black Leadership Initiative on Cancer); substance abuse control (Center

for Substance Abuse Prevention's community partnership grants); promotion of

maternal and infant health (Healthy Mothers/Healthy Babies and Healthy Start);

and HIV/AIDS prevention (the Byan White CARE Act-mandated coalitions).

Mandates for coalitions may have both positive and negative consequences. On the

one hand, mandates ensure that something called a coalition will get off the ground.

And, mandates are often accompanied by resources to support coalition operations.

On the other hand, participants in a mandated coalition have not initiated the

process themselves and may well be less committed to coalition development and

maintenance in the long term. The development of a sense of ownership in a man-

dated coalition is far from guaranteed. Often, there is a persistent sense that the

coalition is really owned by the agency that mandated it rather than by the state or

community or set of organizations involved.

The extent and nature ofmandates also vary. Sometimes the mandate is simply for a

coalition to be designated; at other times the leader or sponsor as well as the appro-

priate members of the coalition are specified. The more specific the mandate, the

greater the danger that communities will feel they have lost a degree of freedom,

and that the particular mandate will fail to fit local circumstances.

Coalitions Initiated by Service Providers

Providers of service, whether public- or private-sector, often initiate coalitions,

especially to address the need for joint planning, development, or implementation

of services. In some of these coalitions, only providers are represented; others

include representatives of either consumers or payers. Some coalitions are initiated
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by government agencies; others are developed h\ eon 1 inunity-based organizations.

To the extent that the initiator wants to involve others, that organization will have to

deal vvitli the question of "who started this and why?" If a local public health agency

initiates a coalition and invites several community-based sen ice pro\ iders to partic-

ipate, the latter may or may not he receptive and willing, depending on the extent

and history ofprevious interactions. Uternately, if a small group ofagencies \\ ith

differing sizes, sponsorships, and scopes of services jointly initiates a coalition, this

may project a ven different message. Yet another image is projected when

providers, consumers, and payers are all involved in issuing the call For a coalition.

Coalitions Initiated by

Community Activists

Man) coalitions directed at achie\ ing public health goals are initiated nol h\ formal

agencies, bul bj grassroots acth ists. u hen these coalitions exist in a community,

public health officials need to think carelulK ahout how the\ wish to relate to them.

In sonic cases, local or stale health departments nia\ even he the targets of such

coalitions: the coalition is attempting to change the public health agency's policies,

procedures, or funding. In man] cases, however, it is in the interest ofpublic health

agencies Id puisne opportunities for collaboration and mutual support with activisl

coalitions.
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Key Steps in

Creating and
Maintaining
Public Health
Coalitions

There is no one correct way of structuring and maintaining a coalition. Ideally,

form should follow fimction— that is, the organizational structure should assist the

coalition to achieve its particular mission. This structure depends in large measure

on several key steps that should be considered in creating new coalitions or in eval-

uating existing ones.

Surveying the Scene

Before beginning a new coalition, it is important to determine whether a coalition

already exists that is dealing with the problem. There can be serious negative con-

sequences if a new coalition is viewed as attempting to pre-empt, replace, or dupli-

cate an existing coalition. Given the energy and time it takes to create and maintain

a coalition, new efforts need to take pre-existing interactions into consideration.

Another element to consider is the difficulty ofmandating the development of coali-

tions across a wide range of jurisdictions if coalitions already exist in some jurisdic-

tions but not in others.

Public health managers have several options to consider when they discover a pre-

existing coalition. They can:

Support that coalition instead of forming a new one;

Use the existing coalition as a foundation for building a stronger, more compre-

hensive, or in some cases a more focused effort;
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Create a "specialist" coalition under the umbrella of a larger pre existing

coalition; or

Go ahead with a brand new coalition, if the existing effort has become ineffectual

or destructive.

Organizing the Coalition

Certain important decisions must be made regarding the initial Structure of coali-

tions. \s the coalition matures, changes in the structure are likels to occur and other

decisions will be necessary.

Here are some oldie structural issues laced b\ coalitions:

I )oos the coalition need a formal sponsoring organization? ^ Inch should it be?

Should it become incorporated?

Should it have am officers? Should 1 1 1
1

\ be elected or appointed'.'

Should the coalition have formal bj laws?What should thej cover?

Should it have forma] eligibility criteria for membership?

should it have regularlj scheduled meetings (e.g., the fourth I\iesda\ of each

month )'.'

Mkm i id forma] minutes be taken? Should other records be kept ol coalition plans

and actions'.'

Should the coalition formalize its linkages with other organizations (e.g., related

coalitions) through such mechanisms as shared memberships or memoranda of

understanding?

Should there be anj standing committees? \iv anj ad hoc task forces needed.'

Does the coalition need a formal set o] ground rules to govern its meeting

process (e.g., Hubert's Rules qfOrder)?
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Determining the Jurisdictional Level

Coalitions can be formed at the national, state, regional, or community levels. In

some circumstances, coalitions bridge multiple jurisdictional levels. For example,

a state coalition may coexist with a number of regional -or community -level

coalitions. The appropriate jurisdictional level for a coalition effort depends on its

purpose, and more specifically, the level at which intervention is required to achieve

specific objectives. Multilevel coalitions are appropriate when interventions are

required at more than one level.

Policy-oriented coalitions can be relevant on several jurisdictional levels, depending

on which level of government or private policy-making organization has responsibil-

ity for the target policies. An attempt to eliminate discrirnination in health insurance

access for AIDS patients, for example, might require action at the level of state

government. Advocacy for more rapid evaluation ofnew medications to improve

treatment of persons with AIDS is more likely to require coalition activism at the

national level. A local coalition may be more appropriate in advocating the distribu-

tion of condoms or in supporting efforts for accurate media coverage of the AIDS

epidemic.

Coalitions that work on services integration are often found at the point of service,

typically the regional or community level. Thus, an effort to integrate services for

the homeless is likely to be organized at the city, county, or in some contexts, the

multicounty level. In many cases, however, the local entities involved in such coali-

tions will conclude that some of their efforts are constrained by the decisions and

policies of agencies at the state or federal level. Focused interaction at these higher

levels is often required to break through these barriers.

All too often, federal or state governments mandate local or regional coalitions but

fail to develop parallel mechanisms at their own level. This can lead to local resent-

ment and resistance. Where multiple levels of coalitions exist, the relationships

among the levels need to be carefully articulated. Are the levels independent and

distinct? Is there representation of local coalitions on state or federal coalitions? Are

the membership structures parallel? Do resources flow from one level to another?

Choosing the Leadership

Whether or not there are formal officers, one or more individuals or organizations

need to exercise leadership to build and maintain coalitions. In some cases, formal

officers are also significant coalition leaders. In other cases, staffmembers are the

key animators of a coalition. Perhaps in keeping with the image ofjoint action,

coalitions often try explicitly to develop shared or collective leadership. Co-chairs

are not uncommon; neither are rotating officer roles for individuals.

Many believe that having a facilitator is a more appropriate leadership style for
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coalitions than is command and control. The (unction of a coalition leader is not to

make independent decisions, but rather to facilitate group decision-making.

Leadership roles include motivating participation, structuring group interactions,

negotiating among people and organizations w ill) diverse agendas, and maintaining

and communicating enthusiasm through good times and bad. These roles all

require a difficult balance between taking initiatives and slaving responsive to

others.

One pitfall olCoalition leadership is \ isibilitv. hone coalition member is especialh

effect i\e as a spokesperson, he or she inav begin to be perceived as getting the lime-

light or credit lor collective ell oils. Since coalitions are supposed to be effective

because many contribute, the perceived celebrity ofone member maj be resented

b\ other members.

Deciding on Membership

The life blood, in a sense the identity, olanv coalition is its members. The recruit-

ment and retention ofmembers is one ofthe biggest challenges lacing coalitions,

and the criteria for membership, whether explicit or implicit, communicate a great

deal about coalitions. The key factor in deciding on membership is whether a

particular organization, or in some cases an individual, can bring specific, relevant

resources to the table. Resources should be defined broadh to include:

Funds

Services or sen ice capacity

Faculties or materials

Clients

Authority or influence over resource allocation decisions

Technical expertise and skills

Skills/experience in coalition development and maintenance, leadership and

communications skills

Information

Access to other needed resources

Legitimacy with particular subgroups
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Legitimacy with key community decision-makers

At times, individuals or organizations are invited to participate in a coalition

because they might otherwise interfere with the achievement of the coalition's

objectives. In these cases, membership is actually designed to neutralize this

negative potential.

Despite the fact that organizations are generally the members of a coalition, it is

individuals representing those organizations who attend the meetings and carry

out the work. This fact leads to several important considerations:

What level of the organizational hierarchy or community power structure do

representatives come from? Higher-level representation is a symbolic indication

that the coalition is a high priority for its members. Senior executives can also

make more decisions or commitments independently. However, there are times

when a staff person is needed, either because they have the critical information,

relevant skills, or the time needed to undertake specific task assignments.

Is there continuity of representation? In some cases, an organization will send a

different person to represent it at coalition meetings, depending not upon

whether they have the skills and information required, but whether they are

available at the time of the meeting. Revolving representation is generally not as

desirable as stable representation. Coalitions grow as the individuals who partici-

pate get to know and trust each other.

Do those who participate serve as a communications channel between the coali-

tion and colleagues in their home organization or group? Do they keep key people

up to date on what the coalition is doing and what it needs? Do they inform the

coalition about what is happening in their home organization? Sometimes, a

coalition becomes a support group for an individual who is relatively isolated

within his or her own organization. This support function is a valuable role for

coalitions, but it has consequences on the extent to which the coalition can in

fact count on that organization to contribute to its efforts.

A final point on membership is that it often changes as the coalition develops.

Coalitions may limit their membership initially in order to get things off the ground,

then add members over time. New members can be added as the coalition develops

because of a recognition that a particular sector or organization is an important

player. In addition, some organizations and groups adopt a wait-and-see attitude

initially, joining only after the coalition has proved itself. It is also realistic to expect

that over time some organizations will leave the coalition. They may decide that the

cost of participation in a coalition outweighs the benefits, or they may disagree with

the direction or leadership of the group.
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Determining Resources

Once a coalition is established, the level and source of staffsupport and other

financial resources need to be established. \t a minimum, these include logistical

and communications support Beyond that, a critical decision is whether the coalition

should have professional or administrative/clerical stall. The role and accountability

ofany staffmembers need to be carefull) articulated and clearlj understood b\

participants. Task assignments and the degree of influence that stall hold over

coalition decisions are also key issues. Decisions on anv additional financial outlays

must also be made. For example, planning groups mav require resources to collect.

purchase, and analyze data. Educational campaigns ma\ require promotional

materials and distribution channels.

Resources often come from the agencj that mandates a coalition, mother model is

for member organizations to contribute resources, including both in-kind support

(e.g., stalldetailed to the coalition) and/or actual funding. When onl> one or a small

number ofmembers provide such support, care must be taken to avoid the impres-

sion thai those who hold the purse strings also call the tune. In other cases, all

members ofa coalition are expected to contribute in some material waj to its func-

tioning, either equallj or in some proportion to the size and wealth of the organiza-

tion in question. Finally, some coalitions can be successful in raising additional.

externa] hinds over tune.

Si ii iii (()iliti(>iis ha\t- 1 (sources at their disposal which they can either use for their

own major initiatives or distribute to other groups or organizations in the community

or state. Such resources require the coalition to set very specific priorities; to develop

a fiscal and programmatic management structure; and, ifnecessary, to enter into

formal legal relationships with other groups (e.g., through contracts, grants, or other

mechanisms).

The presence ol a professional si, ill fundamentally changes the dynamics of

coalitions because members' motivation to join the coalition is increased in order

to gain access, cither direct or indirect, to such human resources. The level of

potential conflict among members maj then increase because something material

and valued is more clearlv at Stake. Once stall arc hired, stall size tends to increase

and roles often evolve toward managing, conducting, or monitoring programs and

awav from building the coalition and enhancing its capacity for joint action.

Decision-makers should he aware ofthe indirect costs of coalitions, principally the

time and attention ofmembers. Coalitions often call upon members to spend this

resource as thev support the work of the coalition. Such time and attention, however.

is limited; members will be unlikelv to participate, at least constructively, ifcoalitions

don't provide clear benefits for them.

Ultimately, the most intangible but perhaps most essential resource required b\

coalitions is faith that joint action will produce results, [fparticipating in a coalition

becomes an unpleasant, conflict-ridden, or frustrating experience, and particularly
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if it is perceived that the coalition gets nothing done, some or all of that faith can be

lost and become unavailable for similar future initiatives.

Coping With Changes Over Time

As coalitions develop, they go through various stages and are bound to change. The
basic developmental stages coalitions pass through may be characterized as initia-

tion, when participation in a coalition is determined by a rational evaluation of the

costs and benefits of linking with the coalition. If the initiation stage is successful (by

no means a foregone conclusion), coalitions move forward to implementation, when
attention is focused on the distribution of power among coalition participants.

Periodically during the process of implementation, coalitions also undergo formal

or informal review, when members evaluate rewards and losses after deciding who
is responsible for both.

Another way to characterize the manner in which coalitions develop over time is

contained in the following stages:

Problem-setting, during which issues are specified, and those with a legitimate stake

in the issues are identified. During this stage:

the full range of stakeholders is identified and involved.

stakeholders agree about the legitimacy of each other's participation.

stakeholders expect that the benefits of collaboration wih outweigh the costs.

prevailing norms support collaboration, or incentives are available to induce

participation.

stakeholders recognize their interdependence.

conveyors possess legitimate authority and the ability to "appreciate" the poten-

tial for mutual exchange.

Direction-setting, which involves identifying shared vision and values and setting

goals. Key factors here include:

coincidence of values among collaborators.

joint participation in data collection.

dispersion rather than centralization ofpower among the stakeholders.
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Structuring, which involves the creation of a formal and ongoing structure for

implementation. In this stage members:

perceive the need for continued interdependence;

can negotiate about how to take action;

can negotiate about how to distribute power; and

monitor and manage changes in their environment

Geographic proximity is useful ai .ill stages.

It is important to note that, at the outset, it is unlikeh thai conditions exist that will

result in a coalition with a clear purpose to which all participants subscribe lull).

Typically, federal officials w ill have a fairlj specific purpose lor initiating a coalition.

While thai purpose maj serve as an initial banner, coalitions inevitable spend time

and energj rearticulating the nature of the problem(s) the) wanl to address;

defining who needs to he involved and why; learning about each other; and

assessing whether or nol it will pa] to be involved. Calling something a coalition

does nol necessaril) make it one. These initial phases of coalition development can

rarely, ii ever, hi- avoided. Trying to take shortcuts can actually result in lost time.

In addition, coalitions ma\ nol be immediately capable ofjoinl action. Thus, the)

are not a quick li\ to an\ substantive public health problem. Experience indicates

that it can often take one to two years for a coalition to reach the action sia^e.

This tendency to starl slowlj can be problematic lor those participants who gel

impatient when il seems lh.it nothing is happening. Skill and leadership is needed

to structure activities that are interesting in and ofthemselves, have short-term

benefits lor participants, and can be successful!} marketed to members. Various

methods ofinformation sharing, needs assessment, or problem analysis are

particularly effective during the earl] phases.
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Merging
Different
Cultures:
Cautionary Notes

A common barrier faced by all coalitions is how to successfully merge the many
different cultures represented by coalition members. The word culture is used

broadly here to encompass much more than its usual connotations of race or

nationality. Each coalition member, whether acting as an individual or as the repre-

sentative of an organization, brings to the coalition his or her own unique identifica-

tion with race, gender, intelligence, education, job, religion, birthplace,

relationships, affiliations, and a host of other cultural characteristics. Each of these

social, racial, sexual, corporate, professional, and organizational cultures has its

own set of idiosyncracies that a new coalition must first understand and then

integrate in order to be effective.

The four areas of potential culture shock that tend to bog down coalitions are

process, language, etiquette and taboos, and rites ofpassage.

Process. Different cultures think about and act upon projects differently. There are

marked differences, for example, between decision-making by government agencies

and decision-making by community-based organizations, or between corporations

and not-for-profit organizations. Each culture has a customary time frame and

methodology for planning and acting, and each culture tends to believe that its

system is the right one. Inevitably, too many right systems attempting to operate

simultaneously are bound to conflict. In a coalition, however, the only right system

is the one that works best and gets things accomplished for the group as a whole. A
coalition made up of different cultures must discuss and understand its inherent

cultural differences in how they proceed. A top agenda item for the first coalition

meeting should be to define each member's approach to time management, systems,

and decision-making.
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Language. Different cultures talk about themselves and their work in unique ways.

The\ use unique language among themselves. They also respond in ingrained ways

to those who talk differently.

The history of coalitions in the United States is lull ofexamples of different cultural

languages having to he understood and honored: \ hican-American and while

homosexual and heterosexual, male and female, scientific and lay, sectarian and

nonsectarian, rich and poor, public and private. The successful examples arc those

in which members articulate a common language i<> understand the mission and

carry out the work of the coalition.

Etiquette and Taboos. Cultures merging into coalitions also need to paj attention to

differences in cultural etiquette and taboos. Each culture has distinct preferences

for certain ways ofbehaving thai need to be identified and understood earlj and

honored throughout the life ol the coalition.

Understanding etiquette is particularly important when conflicts arise. Dispute

resolution is one ol the toughest jobs for coalitions because it tends to bring out the

besl and worst in the members. Some members are comfortable with raised voices;

others panic when voices rise. Some are generous in a ictorj or defeat; others are

not. Paced with conflict, most ofus consider il appropriate jusl to be quiet and wail

to see bow the dust settles.

None ofthese etiquette behaviors are wrong. By itself, no coalition-based interac-

tion between different cultures can change the preferred etiquette of its individual

men) hers. Coalitions face the challenge ofnot changing, but using and taking

advantage ofvarious cultural etiquettes al play. Effective coalitions tend to be those

that bud ways ofvalidating differences in etiquette.

Like differing etiquettes, taboos are real and they do not go away. The issue is not

thai these cnllnralh defined prohibitions exist, but rather tb.il there is ,i need to

acknowledge, define, and honor them within the group. Most people interacting in

groups understand that their point ol view cannot always prevail. What people often

saj thej miss in group interactions, however, is the sense that the) have been beard

and understood even if their ideas are different from the group consensus.

Rites of Passage In organizational terms, rites ol passage ^ur those moments in the

life of a coalition when there is a need to respond to change. Accomplishments are

achieved, failures occur, someone resigns, someone dies, or the coalition decides to

go out of business— all are events that require recognition.

Like people, cultures and the coalitions they form must honor different needs for

rites of passage. Milestones should be defined and recognized: the llrst si\ months,

the first year; births, birthdays, weddings, deaths; celebrations for completion of

tasks, even if the work did not turn out as intended; and mutually agreed ways to

honor success and provide support
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Theoretical
Foundations for
Understanding
Coalitions

A number of academic disciplines have developed conceptual frameworks that

provide insight into coalitions. In this section we will briefly review several bodies

of knowledge and indicate how their insights or methods might contribute to our

understanding of public health coalitions.

Political Theory

The concept of a coalition arose initially out of political science. In parliamentary

democracies, a coalition government is formed when no single political party or

faction has a sufficient mandate, typically as indicated by votes, to represent a

majority. In these circumstances, two or more parties then coalesce to form a

government. In addition, informal political coalitions exist in almost all kinds of

governments, among factions that share policy or legislative objectives either in

general or with respect to specific issues. This political framework for coalitions

provides several insights that can be generalized beyond the legislative arena:

Coalitions require a perception of interdependence— each party must believe it

needs help to reach its goals.

There must be sufficient common ground so the parties can agree over time on a

set of policies and strategies.

Nevertheless, coalition members typically have "primary" goals and perspectives

that are distinct, if not conflicting; they agree on some issues but disagree on

others.
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Coalitions require continuous and often delicate negotiation among participants

The distribution ofpower and benefits among coalition members arc a major

focus of ongoing concern; members need to believe that, over time, the) art-

receiving benefits that are comparable to the level of contributions the) are

making.

Interorganizational Relations

Within the stud) of organizations, studies oi organizational environments have

become especially prominent The em ironments oforganizations include a large

number ofother organizations .is well as less formal groups. Beginning around

1900, a new subfield was developed: inleroigani/alional relations (IOR). This Held

began l>\ taking the perspective ol a single organization and examining the interac-

tions it might have with a wide range ofother organizations. \ number ofimportant

assumptions and insights were developed in this context, including:

Interactions among organizations, w nether natural or structured, are based on

the exchange ol resources. Resources are broadlj defined to include not onlj

money, but also supplies, clients, services, Information, political support, and

prestige.

( Organizations seek to preserve their identity and autonomy. The) will act joint iv

with other organizations onlj when the) are forced to do so orwhen the) believe

the) w ill benefit

Potential benefits that motivate interaction include:

• Reduction in the imcertaint) laced l>> the organization; the more complex and

rapidl) changing the em ironment the more likel) the organization w ill seek

relationships to reduce uncertainty.

• The desire to have influence over the decisions and actions ofanother

organization. The balance ofinfluence between organizations is difficult to

predict: the organization that tries to co-opt another is almost always co-opted

to some degree itself.

• Improved efficienc) or effectiveness in meeting technical goals.

Several conditions appear to support the formation of relationships among
organizations. These include resource scarcity; consensus about values and

goals; legal mandates; and the existence ol prior relationships among kev

executives or board members.

Overtime, the focus of IOR has expanded to include the stud) ofmultimember

organizations, federations, associations, consortia, and coalitions. Additional
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insights have emerged:

Some but not all multimember organizations develop a formal management
structure, including staff. Research is ongoing and not yet conclusive on a

number of key questions relevant to coalitions, including the specific factors

that determine whether such a formal structure emerges.

Where a formal structure exists, the relationship and balance ofpower between

paid staff and member organizations can vary enormously, and will often change

over time. Some multimember organizations are clearly staff-dominated; in

others, staff stay in the background and decisions are made by the members.

Many who work with coalitions believe that the role of staff should be to provide

technical support and facilitate interaction and decision-making among mem-
bers, and should not be to control the agenda for the organization. However,

such prescriptions, while highly plausible, have not been rigorously demon-

strated by research.

The loose structures ofmost multimember organizations, including coalitions,

are by nature fragile. The freedom both to join and to leave the organization are

especially valued by members. Over time, some multimember groups, such as

coalitions, will break apart because the participants no longer want or need to

work together. Others become so highly structured that the separate organiza-

tional members begin to merge.

Multimember organizations are defined as much by whom they exclude as

whom they include. It appears that the more threatening and difficult the envi-

ronment, the more likely it is that multimember organizations will close ranks,

including only those that have the capacity to adapt to changing circumstances,

possess excess resources, can build the capacity and resources of others, and

have compatible norms and goals. They may exclude more marginal organiza-

tions, even though these are in need of support or can represent the perspective

of those who are most vulnerable.

The most recent stage in the development of IOR has involved the study of networks

of organizations and groups. Organizational network analysis is fairly formal, even

mathematical. It involves mapping, for a particular set of organizations, the

frequency, direction, and content of interactions. The network map often reveals

clusters of organizations and groups that interact with one another frequently.

Typically, the network includes one or more organizations that are particularly

important. They interact more often with more groups. Network-central organiza-

tions frequently serve as a linkage point between organizations that are not other-

wise connected. The map will also reveal which organizations are relatively

isolated.

Coalitions are initiated and maintained in the context of unique networks, whether

at the national, state, or community level. A good map of the particular network can
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influence decisions such as who needs to be involved, who mighl be in the besl

position to initiate a network, and who would be most likeh to influence other

potential members. In some networks, a lot of important relationships alread\ exist.

in odiers, more time may be needed to create the relationships required to get a

coalition up and running.

Community Power Structure Theories

Within sociology, there is a tradition ofcommunitj studies thai include empirical

studies of coinmunih power structure. There are two competing perspectives with-

in this Held. One school ofthought, called the power elite theory, holds thai within

any community, certain powerful individuals, groups, and institutions significantly

influence, and sometimes control, decision-making across a w ide range ofissues

and sectors. The oilier school ofthoughl holds thai decision making power is

usuallj issue specific, rather than vested in a particular cross cutting elite. Both

schools ofthough! have demonstrated empirically thai some iudi\ iduals, organiza-

tions, and institutions in a community have more power than others; dial those with

power lend to interact; and thai kej community decisions arise from this interaction.

Coalitions, and those trying to develop them, need to understand the decision-

making processes ofthe communities in which thej operate. The methods of

community power structure analysis (surveys and interviews ofindividuals to

determine their role and the role ofOthers in specific historical decisions) 1 1 1 . i \

well be helpful in this work.

Community Organization/Community

Development Theories

Within t h«* held ol community organization community development, coalitions are

oil en viewed as a vehicle for empowering communities, i.e., making it possible for

communities to lake I heir late into I heir own hands. This field is s| rough \alue-

driven, so thai mam of its precepts can be seen as prescriptions rather than empiri-

cally proven hypotheses. Some of the precepts mosl relevant to coalitions include:

Any effort to mobilize action in a community must recognize and build upon

existing structures, whether formal or informal, thai are \ iewed as legitimate and

credible b> the community as a whole or b\ specific subgroups in the community.

Localities van in the extent to which thej have a strong sense ofcommunity.

The pace of coalition development maj well be more rapid where this sense of

community exists. Where it does not, community development theorists would
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argue that coalitions need to enhance the sense of community.

Communities also vary in the extent to which members are, or perceive them-

selves to be, enfranchised. Within a given locality, different subgroups may
experience very different levels of empowerment. Coalitions need to take into

account subgroup sensitivities that are based on a perception of being

disenfranchised.

Efforts at community mobilization through vehicles such as coalitions should

provide opportunities, however limited, for community members to feel a sense

of efficacy in order to maintain their commitment to what they often perceive as

a risky attempt to make change.

To support empowerment, coalitions should take steps to identify and support

indigenous leadership rather than depending on imported professionals.

Small Group Dynamics Theory

Much of the work of coalitions takes place in meetings of small- to medium-sized

groups. Within social psychology, the study of small group process and dynamics

may be especially relevant to understanding coalitions. Small group research also

provides useful tools for the observation and analysis of group process, including

behaviors that facilitate or hinder various aspects of group functioning. Small group

theory has focused on several issues that are critical for coalitions:

Coalitions are vehicles for participation. As such, it is important that they offer

opportunities for participation to all members, and that participation be appropri-

ately balanced between different members, and between members and staff.

Agenda-setting is a key task for small groups. This includes the overall purpose

of the group as well as the very concrete agenda for each session. Those who
control the agenda have substantial influence over decision-making. Agenda

control includes both selecting the issues that get placed on the agenda (thus

getting attention) and determining how issues are framed.

Groups vary in the extent to which they are task-oriented and process-oriented.

Within groups, some members may be more task-oriented or more process-

oriented than others; these variations can lead to tensions and conflicts.

Another key aspect of small group process is the ability of a group to achieve

closure on issues. Coalitions that never achieve closure often become so

frustrating that people stop coming; on the other hand, premature closure can

leave some people feeling as if they have not been heard.
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\\ ithin any small group conflicts will arise. To be effective, coalitions need to

expect conflicts and be prepared to manage them rather than avoid or suppress

them. Conflict management, conflicl resolution, and negotiation are important

skills for coalition members and coalition stall.

Much ol the training that has been pro\ ided to support coalitions has Ionised on

these aspects of small group process.

Within these academic disciplines, i he level ol systematic empirical research varies

considerably More important, there has been little systematic Studj ofpublic health

coalitions, Yet since earlj in this century, public health efforts have included com-

munity mobilization efforts, such as me National Citizen's Committee on Prevention

ofTuberculosis and the national menial hygiene movement of the 1930s.

In the 1 1 )iii)s and 1970s efforts, such as the antipoverty program with its neighbor-

hood health centers, promoted the idea ofcommunity participation in the develop-

ment of service del i\en systems. ( men their mots in community organization

theory ihe structures created to promote this participation often brought together

indigenous community leadership with helping professionals in project ad\ isorj

and governing boards, rhese structures were similar to coalitions, and much can be

learned both from their successes and their failures.

In the l()7()s and 1980s, community health planning efforts similarly brought togeth-

er consumers and providers to identif) and address priority health problems. Health

planners learned much about how to bring together disparate and often conflicting

community elements; there are also manj lessons in this experience on how to

balance ihe roles < if staffand volunteers in community coalitions.

\\ bile some of these and more recent programs have been systematically evaluated,

coalition issues are not always a focus ofthe evaluation. Nevertheless, as a result of

both historical and recent experiences, skilled practitioners and observers have

developed a shared sense ill lessons learned. Some of this experience has been

documented in reports, resource materials for training, and technical assistance

efforts or, occasionally, in published articles. Much maj remain a part of elusive

organizational or- personal memorj hanks. \ systematic effort is needed, however,

to pull together available documentation on public health coalitions and to debrief

those with important background information.
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